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Join Stack8 at Cisco Live

Join Stack8 at Cisco Live 2018,
Collaboration Village – Pod C:17

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, June
6, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Stack8, a
leading provider of managed and
professional services and proactive
automation solutions for Cisco Unified
Communications (UC) applications,
today announced its participation at
Cisco Live 2018, June 10-14, 2018, at
the Orange County Convention Center. 

At this year’s event, Stack8 will showcase
a wide range of technology
advancements and integrations with key
industry partners including:
•	SMACS 5.0 – The latest release of our
Stack8 Moves, Adds, and Changes
System offers many new services to help
customers overcome the complexities
inherent in UC provisioning. 
•	Automated Intelligent Booking System –
Designed to simplify and improve the
process of booking meeting rooms with
Webex Teams. The Automated Intelligent
Booking System will help you achieve the most optimal utilization of your meeting rooms and thus
achieve the highest possible ROI.
•	UnifiedFX Integration – Stack8 has partnered with UnifiedFX to bring PhoneView right into SMACS
UC Provisioning. When making modifications to a phone, users with PhoneView can quickly view their

This theme is directly aligned
with our company’s mission,
which is to Fight for Our
Customers to Achieve the
Promise of Digital
Communications”

Steven Karachinsky

changes and control the phone in real-time via a direct link in
SMACS.
•	Cloud Telephony – Partnership with BroadSoft to offer,
BroadSoft UC-One (Telephony) and BroadSoft CC-One
(Contact Center) Cloud telephony solutions.

“At Cisco Live 2018 the theme is Imagine Intuitive. To imagine
IT solutions that are intuitive, easy to use, easy to access and
offering a great user experience,” explained Steven
Karachinsky, CEO of Stack8. "This theme is directly aligned
with our company’s mission, which is to Fight for Our

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.stack8.com/en/
http://www.stack8.com/en/software-solutions/smacs-provisioning/
http://www.stack8.com/en/solutions/meeting-solutions-for-cisco-webex/


Customers to Achieve the Promise of Digital Communications. We are incredibly excited to showcase
our innovations that deliver on this mission for the entire Cisco UC community and family at Cisco
Live in Orlando."

Join the Stack8 for a discussion on how to enhance Webex Teams through meeting room automation
What: “Revolutionize Scheduling Meetings via Stack8’s Automated Intelligent Booking System &
Webex Teams.”
Who: Eric Losier, CTO of Stack8
When: June 13th at 12:25 PM
Where: World of Solutions - Collaboration Village.

Not going to Cisco Live do not worry
For those not attending the show, please click here to request a personal demonstration for your
organization.

About Stack8
We work with Cisco UC customers who need to reduce the cost and complexity of keeping their UC
environment running efficiently and want to minimize (or eliminate) user frustrations around system
performance.

Essentially, we are Cisco UC specialists, that provides a mix of managed services, proactive
automation, and in-depth expertise to address both the mundane and complex Cisco problems,
helping organizations maximize both the frequency and range of use of the technology. Unlike
traditional Cisco partners, our approach addresses Cisco UC issues, and opportunities more
thoroughly, reducing the delays and frustrations that arise when expertise is lacking and helping to
identify quick wins to get more value from the system, building confidence and support in the user
community.
Founded in 2010, Stack8 Technologies is an independent, privately held company based in Montreal,
Canada. To find out more, please visit www.stack8.com.
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